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Re: International Students and Dorms

Wutoh, Anthony K. <awutoh@Howard.edu>
Mon 3/16/2020 8:04 PM
To:  Alfred, Marcus <marAlfred@Howard.edu>
Cc:  Frederick, Wayne <HUPresident@Howard.edu>; Prioleau, Florence W <fprioleau@howard.edu>

Dr. Alfred,

Good afternoon, I tried reaching you by phone earlier.  Secondary to the confirmed case from Charter
Day, and most recent updates from the CDC and Trump Administration, we want to move as many
students away from campus as possible. The Housing office is communicating with international
students one-on-one to determine what options are available to them including financial assistance
from the University to support travel, other housing off campus, etc. We are also in communication
with commercial housing vendors for students with the most challenging circumstances.

We are additionally concerned about significant disruptions in the supply chain to be able to feed and
provide for a large number of students, should they remain on campus based upon communications
with experts. I will receive an additional update from Housing later today. Thank you.

Anthony Wutoh, Ph.D., R.Ph.
Provost & Chief Academic Officer
 Howard University
2400 6th Street NW, Suite 306 | Washington, DC 20059
Phone: (202) 806-2550 | 
Fax: (202) 806-4971
awutoh@howard.edu

From: Alfred, Marcus <marAlfred@Howard.edu>
Sent: Monday, March 16, 2020 3:24:22 PM
To: Wutoh, Anthony K. <awutoh@Howard.edu>
Cc: Frederick, Wayne <HUPresident@Howard.edu>; stacey.j.mobley@gmail.com <stacey.j.mobley@gmail.com>;
Prioleau, Florence W <fprioleau@howard.edu>
Subject: Interna�onal Students and Dorms
 
Good a�ernoon,

I wanted to confirm.  You all have decided that all students have to leave the dorms by March 22?  This
includes interna�onal students?   I've two undergraduates in physics that are from Nepal and they have
indicated they are being forced to leave the dorms.  Also, what about students that have family that
have tested posi�ve?  They are being forced out of the dorms as well?

Thank you, 

Marcus Alfred
Associate Professor
Howard University
Dept. of Physics & Astronomy
Washington, DC 20059
202-806-6258
maralfred@howard.edu
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